**ICT**

**DANTE Light Web Pilot**
A portal software platform that includes several functionalities and components: CMS with multi language support, accommodation facilities management, maps displaying system, newsletter, net sentiment, community for tourists and operators. Discover how the tool works for the Province of Turin and download the components to create your own website and test it in your territories!

**Posters on ICT tools and methodologies**
Want to know more on ICT tools? How they are working and have been used to improve tourism in an innovative way? Wish to develop new methodologies to encourage tourism entrepreneurs in rural and mountain areas? Discover DANTE practical ICT tools and methodologies and see their functionalities.

**STRATEGY**

**DANTE Good Practices Guide**
Are you looking for some inspiration, to see how other rural and mountain regions have achieved to improve tourism thanks to ICT? Discover our collection of eight good practices already successfully implemented in DANTE regions and get inspiration for your own region!

**Eight Implementation Plans**
How to change the digital strategy and improve the links with tourism strategy in rural and mountain areas? Eight DANTE regions have elaborated Implementation Plans to change their regional strategy, taking into account their local, regional but also the new European frameworks. Are you a policy-maker and do you wish to adapt a new tourism strategy in your region? Find out what has been done in Italy, Greece, Slovenia, Poland, Spain, Germany, Netherlands and France and integrates an ICT dimension in your new tourism strategy.

**COMMUNICATION**

**DANTE Final Conference:** How to reinforce ICT and tourism strategies in rural & mountain areas?
To find out all the presentations given during the DANTE final conference on 25th June 2014 in Brussels, including the ones of DG Enterprise, DG Region and the JTS of INTERREG IV C and to learn more about tourism strategies adopted in Spain, Greece and Italy.

**DANTE mid-term conference:** How to increase the uptake of ICTs by the tourism industry in rural and mountain areas?
Discover a summarizing article of the conference held on 2nd October 2013 in Turin (Italy) and find out all the presentations given to tourism operators.

**DANTE communication tools**
To have an overview of the whole project, find the DANTE leaflet in English – French – Italian – Spanish – Slovenian – Greek and Polish.
To know more about the detailed activities all throughout the project, have a look at our DANTE newsletters.
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DANTE on the Internet

URL: http://danteproject.eu

Like us on: http://facebook.com/DanteProject

Follow us on: https://twitter.com/@Dante_Project

Our Slideshare profile: http://www.slideshare.net/danteproject
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